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 Important Disclosures

Eligibility: Referred customer must open a new TD Bank personal checking account as the primary owner and can't have any existing
or prior personal TD checking accounts. Referring customer must be a current TD Bank personal checking customer. Canadian cross-
border banking customers, TD Bank employee accounts and those opened online or by phone aren't eligible. By participating in this
program, each party may be aware that the other is a TD Bank customer.
$50 Bonus: Referred customer must receive a direct deposit of $250 or more, or make a minimum of 15 debit card purchases within
60 days of the new account opening to receive this bonus. $50 will be deposited 60 days after the requirements have been met as long
as accounts are open and in good standing. Only one bonus will be provided per referred customer. You can receive up to 10 referral
bonus deposits (totaling $500) per calendar year. This offer may be withdrawn at any time, is subject to change and may be reported
as income to the IRS on a 1099-MISC. Cannot be combined with any other offer.

Data as of March 2018. Comparison of longest average store hours in the regions (MSAs) in which TD Bank operates compared to
major banks. Major banks include our top 20 national competitors by MSA, our top five competitors in store share by MSA and any
bank with greater or equal store share than TD Bank in the MSA. Major banks do not include banks that operate in retail stores such as
grocery stores, or banks that do not fall in an MSA.

Member FDIC

If you're a fan of TD Bank, now you can share the love!

By referring a friend or family member to TD Bank, they'll enjoy the longest hours , a
large network of TD Bank locations and live customer service anytime. Plus, you'll both
get $50!

Simply:

 
Then, point your friend to a nearby TD Bank to open a personal checking account and
either receive a direct deposit of at least $250 or make 15 debit card purchases within 60
days of opening the account.

More friends to refer? You can earn up to 10 referral bonuses (totaling $500) per calendar
year.
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Print the referral form,
complete the "Referred  
by" fields and give to 
your friend

1-888-751-9000 
Live Customer
Service 24/7

Street, City, Zip

No locations found
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